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UM police
not subject
to county
initiative
The marijuana de-prioritization
initiative, passed by Missoula
County voters in November’s elec-
tion, won’t make getting high in the
dorms any safer.
Many students have been sur-
prised to learn that Initiative 2,
which recommends county law
enforcement agencies make adult
marijuana crimes their lowest pri-
ority, doesn’t apply to University of
Montana’s police force, said
Missoula County Sheriff Mike
McMeekin. 
In fact, UM’s Office of Public
Safety is a state law-enforcement
agency, and therefore not subject to
the recommendation or oversight
by the Initiative 2 committee. 
Marijuana is a priority on the
UM campus, said Jim Lemcke,
director of Public Safety. 
“Both alcohol and marijuana are
substances that officers spend some
time on,” Lemcke said. “It doesn’t
foster a learning environment.”
Lemcke said he believes no such
initiative is necessary for the Public
Safety officers. 
“I think it’s a waste of time,” he
said. “Believe me, the officers – if
they’re out on patrol and they see
somebody with marijuana and they
see a more serious crime, they’re
going to go after the more serious
crime.” 
According to ASUM
Transportation, an increased num-
ber of yellow bicycles went miss-
ing last semester from the Cruiser
Co-op Program, the University of
Montana’s free bike rental pro-
gram.
Ten bicycles were stolen last
semester, said Joel Brown, a stu-
dent employee who maintains the
yellow bikes for ASUM
Transportation. The program loses
an average of seven bikes per
year, from a fleet of 50, due to
theft, damage or the bike simply
breaking down, ASUM
Transportation director Nancy
Wilson said. The bikes cost about
$250 each.
Brown said that, usually, miss-
ing bicycles either weren’t
returned or were returned
unlocked and stolen from racks.
“It’s not always the renter’s fault,”
he added.
“I don’t know what’s changed,”
Wilson said in regard to increased
problems with missing yellow
bikes.
However, Wilson and Brown
said that the Cruiser Co-op
Program is still a successful pro-
gram. 
Brown and another bicycle
maintenance employee pulled all
of the bikes from their racks out-
side of the Bookstore for repairs
for a week during winter break,
but they also used the time to
round up missing bikes, Wilson
said.
Brown said that ASUM
Transportation recovered five of
the missing bikes due to tips peo-
ple called in to the office or riding
around town in search of them.
“Certain spots are more notori-
ous than others,” Brown said con-
cerning the downtown area. He
said some people abandon the
bikes there after they’ve gone to
the bars.
Brown said that not everyone
who checks out a bike is taking it
to the bars, and that’s why the
missing bikes are important.
“There’s a certain percent of
users who actually need a bike,”
he said. Brown said many interna-
tional students depend on the
Cruiser Co-op for transportation,
as do students who don’t have a
car or a bicycle of their own.  
Brown said that since students
pay for the bikes through the
ASUM Transportation fee, he
wishes “more people would feel
responsible” when renting a bike.
Students can rent a yellow bike
at the Source for two days for free.
Late returns result in fines. 
Soon, students will probably
have to start swiping their Griz
Thefts of free campus bikes increased in fall
Hugh Carey/ Montana Kaimin
Thefts are the cause of the majority of the losses of yellow bikes that belong to ASUM Transportation’s free bicycle program. The program reports it averages a loss of seven bikes a year.
Mellow Yellow
One night of smoking pot can
have lasting consequences on
your education. Get convicted of
drug possession while enrolled in
school, and your federal financial
aid will be taken away.
“Drug convictions are the only
convictions that will cause you to
lose financial aid,” said Kris
Krane, executive director of
Students for Sensible Drug Policy.
Since Congress enacted the
“Aid Elimination Act” in 1998,
students who apply for federal
financial aid are required to dis-
close drug convictions when fill-
ing out their FAFSAs.
Depending on the nature and
time of their arrest, a student with
a drug conviction can lose eligi-
bility for all federal financial aid –
including Pell Grants and Stafford
loans – for a period of a year or
more.
This law has made at least
200,000 students nationwide inel-
igible for aid since the law went
into effect, Krane said. And
because the law discourages some
students from even applying for
aid, “actually the numbers are
quite a bit higher than that,” he
said.
But not everyone thinks that’s a
bad thing.
“Drugs add nothing to the aca-
demic experience,” said Ron
Brunell, director of Residence
Life at UM. Brunell said he saw
between 12 to 14 students last
semester alone receive criminal
drug convictions.
“It’s almost exclusively pot,”
Brunell said.
People are all required to live
with the laws or to change them,
he said. 
In February of last year the Aid
Elimination Law was scaled back.
Now it only applies to students
convicted of drug crimes while
enrolled in school. Before the
change, it didn’t matter whether
drug offenders were enrolled or
not at the time of their conviction,
they could still be ineligible for
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Not many people go to jail for getting caught with a joint.  But if
one is hauling 20 pounds of weed in the trunk of his car, they’re like-
ly to do some time.
The law uses discretion in applying charges to drug cases, deter-
mining punishments by the amount and type of drug in possession
and the record of the offender.
So, why is it that the Aid Elimination Act removes federal finan-
cial aid from any student convicted of drug possession while
enrolled in school?
Blanket punishments — without regard for circumstance or con-
sideration of severity — are counterintuitive to the American justice
system and don’t fully serve their purpose.  In today’s Kaimin arti-
cle, UM’s director of Public Safety Jim Lemcke said there are two
reasons to write a drug citation: to punish behavior or to alter it.
Lemcke and other Public Safety officers occasionally apply their
own discretion to the law, sometimes citing cooperative offenders
for only possession of drug paraphernalia, so those students don’t
lose their financial aid.
It is not in the best interest of society to remove the chance for
higher education from anyone on the basis of one misdemeanor drug
possession.  Pulling these students from school hardly reduces drug
abuse or creates productive citizens.
That said, punishment is merited in all cases in varying degrees —
after all, a crime has been committed — and students should be
ready to accept the consequences of their actions. There is no need
for taxpayers to foot the academic bill of dealers, repeat offenders or
those in possession of large quantities of drugs. But if convicted,
these students will likely be heading to a jail cell, not a classroom.
Let the varying degrees of punishment for varying degrees of crime
carry over from the community to the campus. 
–Keriann Lynch,
news editor
Editorial
The punishment should fit the crime
when considering drug cases
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be
about 700 words. Please include  contact phone number
when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail both
to letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off 
in Journalism 107.
Oh, dear Christ Almighty, I made a bad choice the
other night. No, it wasn’t hooking up with a fat girl.
I was too sober for that.
This Saturday I went to a bar sober and did some-
thing amazing: I stayed sober. But this bar wasn’t
some random alcohol dispensary. I went to
Hammerjacks without any sort of intoxicating sub-
stance in my system. 
I know, I know, dumb move. 
But my sober night at Hammerjacks was just part
of a larger moronic idea of mine to spend the month
of February completely sober. So, all kidding aside,
the last place I should have been was that dump,
Hammerjacks, because it is by far the shittiest bar in
the history of man. 
Seriously, I would rather be stuck among all of the
fake-ID jailbait and aging perverts at Stocks than
have to spend another moment of my life at HJs. The
only reason I ended up in the dump this Saturday was
because some female friends of mine wanted to
dance and I was one of the sober drivers.  
Turns out that when my head is lacking a collec-
tion of shots of Jager and pints of Fat Tire,
Hammerjacks is not the place I should be. It’s hot,
loud and every idiotic white kid with a vague sem-
blance of rhythm is dancing the night away in what
has to be the most embarrassing cultural-crossover
moment since K-Fed released his rap album. (Like
something straight out of a Dave Chappelle routine.) 
Admittedly, I don’t have any dancing skills myself
–– I waddle like a penguin for the most part –– but
these people were making the guys from OK Go look
like Baryshnikov as they awkwardly gyrated against
one another to Justin Timberlake’s “Sexy Back” for
the 20th time.
While my friends got their drunk-dance on, I sat at
a table full of other peoples’ drinks, too sober to hit
on any of the piss-drunk, scantily clad women walk-
ing around (seems that I get nervous without my
crutch) and ended up falling into some intense people
watching. I spend plenty of time doing this when I’ve
put a couple of drinks away and it’s always a good
time, but being sober and watching the crowd at
Hammerjacks was the exact opposite. It completely
killed my feel-goods for mankind. 
All I could think while I watched the League of
Extraordinary Crappy Dancers was that some of
these people are going home together tonight to make
the next generation of accidents. (Just like mom and
dad did.)
But the worst part of being sober at Hammerjacks
wasn’t any of these tiny complaints –– it was notic-
ing the endless line of ugly girls, the pretty they put
on earlier that night already sweated off, giving me
“the look.” 
It was nearing closing time and plenty of the
women at the bar were looking for someone to go
home with, but when Swamp Thing gives “the look”
it isn’t a sexy “come take me home” thing; it’s terri-
fying. It ranks right up there with a wink and a nod
from Charles Manson, or a holiday package from Ted
Kaczynski.
I decided the best thing to do was stare at the table
while I waited for the DJ, a guy destined to be a mon-
ster truck show announcer, got on the mic and
reminded people to get one more drink for the road.
(Sunday, Sunday, Sunday!) Finally I was going to get
to leave, but not without learning a lesson about
myself.
Turns out that if I’m sober, I’m not a people person
after all. In fact, I hate everyone when I’m sober.
Lucky for you February is a short month.
– Pat Duganz is a senior majoring in print journalism
LETTERS FROM BEING ALL TOO SOBER
Please, no, don’t ‘look’ at me ... I’m too sober!
Initiative 2 deserves a chance
Just months ago on Election
Day 2006, Initiative 2 was passed
by the residents of Missoula
County who voiced their recom-
mendation that all adult marijuana
offenses be the lowest priority for
law enforcement.  Part of this ini-
tiative directed appointment of a
community oversight committee
to work directly with law enforce-
ment.  This committee has yet to
be formed and have its first meet-
ing, but there is already discussion
of amending Initiative 2.
Officials, who represent the
people, need to listen to the voters.
Missoula County is free to adopt
whatever new policy it chooses,
but to spend time changing the
words in what voters themselves
recommended is an insult to all of
us.  The initiative recommended a
smarter use of tax dollars, and I
can think of nothing more waste-
ful than spending tax dollars just
to change the wording of a mere
recommendation.
Initiative 2 asks law enforce-
ment staff to put serious crimes
such as murder, rape, theft and
others at the top of their concern.
The initiative has not even begun
to show its potential.  It would
appear that the amendment effort
demonstrates fear of progress,
because Initiative 2 is sensible and
would make Missoula County a
safer place to live.  Marijuana
offenses should not be a greater
concern than serious crimes.
Above all, the people voted for
Initiative 2.  Leave Initiative 2
alone, give it a try, and let it prove
its worth to the residents of
Missoula.
– Sarah Russo
Missoula Resident
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Students have right to
clean, patchouli-free air
I have two complaints about
people on campus. Both of these
things have to do with offending
my olfactory senses. To Public
Safety: If a rule states people are
supposed to smoke 25 feet from
the door, and it isn’t going to be
enforced, why don’t you re-allow
smoking in the buildings? I feel
that we are supposed to have the
right to fresh air. These rules were
put into place for people like me.
There is hardly a building on cam-
pus that I can walk into without
being assaulted by smoke. Why
isn’t this rule enforced? There is a
lot of money spent in funding
parking tickets; how does some-
body parking illegally affect the
health of people on campus? Can
we please change the priorities of
our officers? Can you please pro-
tect our health? Please, those of
you who smoke, it’s your choice.
If you want to smoke, that is your
right. It is my right, and your right
as well, to be able to learn in a
non-smoking environment.
Now for my second olfactory
problem: patchouli. This plant
creates its scent to repel all sorts
of animals from assaulting it.
Therefore, if you are not an anti-
socialist, why would you want to
wear this smell? If you are not try-
ing to repel people, why would
you want to stink? I understand
some of you enjoy this smell. I get
a headache, and sometimes an
extreme migraine. Most of the
general public thinks you stink
too. I don’t understand why you
would want to walk around
smelling like a moldy loaf of
bread. If I were granted three
wishes, one of them would be to
make patchouli extinct. However,
I’m not requesting a permanent
ban of this stench (although that
would be lovely). So here is my
request: Please use much less! If
you walk into a grocery store and
the whole place smells like your
stench, you’ve used too much. If
somebody sitting across the class-
room smells you when you walk
in, you’ve used too much. When
you hear somebody say “smells
like patchouli in here” you have
used too much!! By the way, that
is generally not a compliment. It’s
their very polite way of saying
“you bleeping stink man; go home
and take a bleeping shower
because your bleeping stench
reminds me of the bleeping loaf of
bread that’s been sitting in the
back of my cupboard all year long
that my roommates are too lazy to
throw out.”  No offense. 
To end: If you participate in
stinky activities (i.e., patchouli
wearing or cigarette smoking),
please keep those of us who do not
participate in mind. Thank you so
very much.
– Jenna Bjorgen
senior, psychology and sociology
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.  
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
Letters to
the editor,
cont.
Staff still works when 
students are on break
I want to make one comment on
Friday’s front-page Kaimin article
“Winter session escapes cancella-
tion” by Jessica Mayrer.
While it is not critical to the
point of the article, I must object
to the sentence “Even though UM
staff sometimes work on campus
during the break, it would be more
cost effective to shut down the
buildings entirely,” a paraphrased
comment attributed to President
Dennison. MOST UM staff work
on campus during the break.
Most campus offices are open reg-
ular hours during the break, with
the exception of Christmas Day,
New Year’s Day and Martin
Luther King Day. Many staff use
the slower pace to take some vaca-
tion, but for the most part, we’re
here. This also applies to spring
and summer breaks. Just because
the students get time off, our
offices must still remain open.
Thank you for allowing me to
comment on this common mis-
conception.
– Janean Clark
Graduate programs coordina-
tor and office manager, Division
of Biological Sciences
www.montanakaimin.com
Montana Kaimin
Nerds at work.
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South campus committee gets an earful at planning meeting
What do the University of
Montana’s athletic director, a
research biologist, a hang glider
and an 82-year-old woman in a
pink turtleneck have in common?
They all made pitches Monday
evening to UM’s South Campus
Master Plan Committee, asking
that their respective interests be
considered when exploring options
for UM’s south campus. 
The committee, chaired by Rosi
Keller, UM’s associate vice presi-
dent for administration and
finance, listened to group repre-
sentatives from across campus and
Missoula discuss why their inter-
ests are important to the University
and to the community in general.  
Four main areas within the 215-
acre land parcel running along
Higgins and South avenues were
under discussion at the meeting:
the University Golf Course,
Dornblaser Field and the soccer
fields, the UM greenhouses and a
small area of land used by hang
gliders to land. The University
Golf Course was the only area to
draw public comment.
“It will be an absolute travesty,
in my opinion, if that golf course
has a bulldozer go through it,”
Dottie Servis said. “It’s not right.”
Servis was part of a delegation
of women from the Mount
Sentinel Women’s Golf
Association who attended the
meeting to give their opinion.
MSWGA President Dianne
Pickens said that the University
Golf Course is “conducive to the
kind of play that seniors play” and
that other Missoula area courses
were too strenuous to walk or too
busy for seniors to feel comfort-
able to play on. Pickens also added
that the course is a good link
between the seniors of Missoula
and its student population.
Chris Anderson, general manag-
er of the course, said that the
course netted $83,000 in 2006, one
of the best years the course has
ever had.
“Do we generate huge profits?”
he said. “Sixty to 80 thousand; I
don’t know if that is huge profits to
the University, but we do more
than break even.”
Other groups made their cases
before the committee, including
Jim O’Day, UM’s director of
Athletics.  O’Day said the
Dornblaser Field is a “top-five
facility in the Pacific Northwest”
for track and field. He added that
the field is in overall good shape,
but could use renovated locker
rooms.
John Maron, associate professor
in Biological Sciences, urged the
committee to keep the three green-
houses located on south campus.
“Without the greenhouses there,
I wouldn’t be here … the
Biological Science Department
wouldn’t be here,” he said. “It’s
like telling a scientist to come
here, but we don’t have a lab for
you.”
Maron added that the green-
houses are “another arrow in the
quiver” for UM when applying for
federal grant money for research.
Even members of Missoula’s
hang gliding community gave their
two bits.
Bob Shook, Missoula resident
and avid hang glider, said that
Missoula has an important place in
hang gliding history.  He said the
Mount Sentinel was the first inland
hang gliding launch in the United
States.
“Hang gliding is one more thing
that makes Missoula the special,
special place that it is,” he said.
He added that without the open
area of land near the golf course
and soccer fields, hang gliders
would have nowhere to land and
that hang gliding would “disappear
from Missoula.”
At the end of the meeting, after
listening to all parties present,
Chairwoman Keller said that the
committee had much to discuss
and more meetings before it can
make any decisions.  The next
meeting will be held Feb. 19.
JAMES LABER
MONTANA KAIMIN
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Card instead of just writing down
their student ID number when
they check out a bike to make
billing more efficient, Wilson
said. The office posts bills on
Cyberbear, so students who don’t
return checked-out bikes receive
holds on their registration, she
said.
Wilson said that the success of
the yellow bikes is different than
originally envisioned when the
program started in 2000. She said
that the majority of the yellow-
bike users now are international
students, visiting professors or
short-term students, but the origi-
nal goal was a “supplement to
transit.” 
ASUM Transportation started
the project so students could
check out a bike and ride home if
they didn’t want to wait for a bus,
Wilson said. Or, she added, the
program was meant to help on-
campus students so they could
ride the bikes, equipped with bas-
kets, to go buy groceries. 
In April, students will vote on
the proposed ASUM
Transportation fee increase.
Wilson said that if students
approve more funding, $20,000 of
the money would go to bike park-
ing or facilities, such as the
Cruiser Co-op Program.
In the future, Wilson said that
she would like to see a centrally
located student-manned bike hub
on campus for the Cruiser Co-op
Program as well as have a free air
and oiling station for other
cyclists.
ASUM Transportation asked if
anyone has seen a yellow bike
parked in the same spot for more
than two days to please contact
their office at 243-4599.
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Freeze ‘n’ Quackers
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin
A group of mallards congregates on the icy shore of the Clark Fork River Monday afternoon. Mallards typically winter throughout the United States after migrating from Manitoba and Saskatchewan through the Midwestern United States to the
Mississippi Alluvial Valley over the course of several months lasting from late summer to early winter.
BIKES
Continued from Page 1
Montana Kaimin
Duck ... Duck ... Duck ... Duck ... Goose!
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Friday, 9:54 p.m.
I arrived at the large gateway,
pitying the poor suckers who have
to wait in the frigid air to buy tick-
ets.  The gate read, “Have a Ball!”
in large white letters.  
“I sure will,” I thought, main-
taining my optimism.
“This is for tomorrow night,”
the ticket-taker told me.
“What?” I asked, displaying every
bit of my brainpower for all to see.
“This ticket is for tomorrow
night,” the ticket-taker said.
I was supposed to be inside
reporting on the party, I tried to
explain.  No dice.  Son of a bitch!
I quickly shuffled back to my car,
cursing and freezing.
Saturday, 9 p.m.
I parked closer to the gym this
time.  I swear I smelled booze in the
air as I once again stepped into the
cold air. I pictured myself dancing
and laughing as I walked by the
crowd of ticketless would-be party-
goers.  This time my ticket was the
right one.
The small Wild West town the
foresters had built inside Schreiber
smelled like pine, sweat and desper-
ation.  I looked around and instantly
felt out of place.  Not only was I the
only person not dressed in flannel
and denim, I was wearing slim-fit
stretch jeans and fingerless gloves.
Even the one black guy in the room
was wearing a cowboy hat.
I started looking for a familiar
face, finding to my chagrin that
“Saloon” meant “Water Bottle
Shop” and female lumberjack
apparel consists of a thin white
tank top (no secrets at this party!),
an Abercrombie and Fitch “micro-
mini” and a cowboy hat.
Stompin’ Ground (“Montana’s
‘Outlaw’ Music”) kept the cowboys
two-stepping as I wandered around
the room.  The band was voted
Missoula’s No. 1 live act in 2005,
but I don’t know why.  They sound-
ed like any other country-rock bar
band, hardly a memorable live show
– at best they were a very soft ver-
sion of Outlaw country.
As I mused about the many,
many differences between me and
everyone else in the room (exam-
ple: when I put on flannel and a
trucker hat, I look like a transient,
not a lumberjack), Stompin’
Ground took a break, and the
small mountain town inside
Schreiber Gym turned into
Hammer Jack’s.  
The DJ seemed to be interested
purely in making the many
“Lumber-Jills” put their hands in
the air and gyrate their hips.
Songs like the Pussycat Dolls’
“Buttons,” Def Leppard’s “Pour
Some Sugar On Me” and Trace
Adkins’ “Honky Tonk
Badonkadonk” (easily one of the
worst things to happen since Milli
Vanilli) played and the little
white-girl butts shook.
9:50 p.m.
I ran into my friend Ryan and
his friend Richard.  I played soc-
cer with Ryan for a few years in
high school; we regularly recited
lines from “Fast Times At
Ridgemont High” to each other, to
our own delight.  Richard had also
gone to high school with us, but I
didn’t know him as well.  The pair
was seeking out the Public Safety
officer who had driven them home
the night before.
“Dude,” Ryan explained to me,
“not only did we ride home in the
back of a cop car, but we both
puked in the car, too!”
Ryan would lean in close to
each officer we approached and
ask bluntly, “Did you drive us
home last night?”  
Most would shake their heads
and shrug.  After two or three
misses, Ryan hit the jackpot.
“You guys were SHITFACED,”
Public Safety officer Jim Hayes
said, laughing.  “But you’re old
enough, so you can get as shit-
faced as you want.”
Ryan thanked him for the ride
home, as did Richard.  Officer
Hayes said it wasn’t a problem at
all, recounting the previous
night’s events.
“You were downstairs puking in
a barrel,” he said, pointing to
Ryan, “and you kept saying you
were looking for your friend who
was going to help you get home.
But you,” he pointed to Richard,
“were up here puking in a trash
can.  You definitely weren’t in any
shape to help anyone get home.”
Ryan was relieved to find out
that neither he nor Richard had
puked in the car; Officer Hayes
had assured them that if they had,
they’d know, because they’d have
cleaned it up.  He asked how Ryan
and Richard’s day had gone (“We
just bitched all day,” Ryan said.)
and they said goodbye.  
“Let’s go beaver huntin’!” Ryan
shouted.  He and Richard quickly
disappeared into the crowd.
10:20 p.m.
I found myself a group of
beavers.  Rather, I found “Team
Beaver,” a group of about a dozen
boozed-up girls wearing matching
orange T-shirts and miniskirts.
The shirts each had a number ironed
on the back with “Team Beaver”
written across it, in a sort of Little
League Lolita fashion.  On each
girl’s chest was a slogan – phrases
like, “I Eat Wood For Breakfast,”
“All Beavers Are Born Bald” and
“Save a Tree, Eat a Beaver.”
To me it was just kind of sad.  It
wasn’t particularly sexy, and only
funny in theory.  In real life it came
across as cheap and desperate.  To
paraphrase Dave Chappelle, you
may not be a whore, but you’re
wearing a whore’s uniform.
10:35 p.m.
The crowd on the dance floor was
at least twice as big as it was when I
arrived.  The Foresters’ Ball had
turned into a high school dance:
There were emo kids, hippies, collar-
poppers and every other school social
stratum mixed together – the only dif-
ference was that flannel and sus-
penders have replaced bowties and
cummerbunds.  I’m pretty sure I even
spotted a pair of “Brokeback” cow-
boys, though I couldn’t say for sure.
The room had gotten a little tip-
sier, too.  The dance moves, in
addition to simply getting worse,
had begun to swing off any axis to
which they had once adhered.
There were full-on make outs and
numerous instances of unabashed
public groping.
“Dude!” Ryan had appeared
from nowhere.  “I just got straight-
up HUMPED by four girls!”
I made a remark about Team
Beaver and his eyes lit up.  He
reached for a high five.
“Yeah!  That was them!” he said
as he beamed at me.
I gave him the high five and
shook my head.  As soon as he
arrived, he was off on another
beaver hunt.
It was then that I decided I really
wanted a double scotch on the rocks.
10:50 p.m.
“This is fucking ridiculous!”  
Another high school soccer
friend, Jimmy, had just come in
the door as I was slowly making
my way out.
“I’m so fucked up!  How’ve you
been?  Where’s your brother?” he
half asked, half exclaimed.
The entire room bobbed up and
down, the crowd undulated and
rolled like so many blankets and
sheets would be in a few hours.
Jimmy was right – the place was
fucking ridiculous, and he was
fucked up.  He and his group of
drunken comrades wobbled away
into the fray, screaming and wav-
ing their arms.
Stompin’ Ground had come back
on, and they were butchering “Billie
Jean.”  That was my cue; I could
deal with a bunch of wasted redneck
impersonators, but I couldn’t handle
a bar band killing a classic.
As I left the gym, I stepped aside
to let some random guy carry his
unconscious date to his car.  I shud-
dered at the sight, hoping my inner
cynic was jumping to unfounded
conclusions.  I pretended it was just
the cold air getting to me.  
11:05 p.m.
While I strolled back to my car,
I thought back to the beginning of
the night.  I had been thinking of
the Facebook group “If I Was A
Forestry Major, I’d Kill Myself.”
I thought that if I were a forestry
major, I’d want to throw parties
like this every weekend.
Now, after two hours of having
a Ball with the Foresters, I’d like
to never do it again.  At least
LAMBDA dances have music you
can dance to.
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Hugh Carey/Montana Kaimin
Junior Marc Futton paid the sheriff to get to spend some quality time in jail. 
UM campus, Forestry alums celebrate the 90th anniversary of the Foresters’ Ball
Long-lost  friends,  bad music  and beaver encounters at  the Foresters’  Ball
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It’s just Murphy’s Law. When
parking downtown, you’ll forget
change for the meter. When you
go out, you’ll forget your ID. And
when attending an event that is
largely music-driven like the
University of Montana’s 90th
annual Foresters’ Ball, you’ll have
no one to dance with.
Remember your middle school
dances? You and your friends
formed yourselves into tight
groups along the wall, dying to be
asked to dance but terrified of
being asked by someone you did-
n’t like. Why haven’t you thought
about that in years?
Because it probably wasn’t that fun.
Having once been a wallflower
until high school took the last
shred of my pride, I opted to not
allow the lack of either a date or
good music make my trip to
Foresters’ Ball a bust.
First of all, Foresters’ Ball — or
Pine Fresh Prom, as I like to call it
— really is fun, I swear. The prob-
lem is it’s a 90-year-old tradition that
at times shows its age in that if you
don’t dance, drink or want to get
married, it’s not all it’s cracked up to
be. I’m not saying that if Foresters’
Ball were my 90-year-old grandfa-
ther I’d pull the plug or anything, but
let’s face it: this department-themed
crap always seems like a good idea
unless, of course, you don’t know
anyone in the department or worse,
you have no one to go with. I avoid-
ed the latter problem with an indis-
pensable element of every Foresters’
Ball: the before party. 
Bless their hearts, the Forestry
Department doesn’t allow alcohol at
the ball. I’m sure this is a chivalrous
effort to cooperate with Public
Safety, which is nice since in my
experience they usually have noth-
ing better to do than write parking
tickets and drive around the Oval at
all hours anyway. 
But there’s no rule saying you
can’t come to Foresters’Ball blitzed,
and as a general rule if you don’t,
you probably should. It tends to take
your mind off of how you’re
dressed, how badly you’re probably
dancing and perhaps whom you’re
marrying. But I digress.
At first, the before party was a
good excuse not to go to
Foresters’ Ball alone, but I had no
intention of drinking. But on sec-
ond thought, I realized that to give
myself the allure most Foresters’
Ball attendees responded to and
thus wind up on the dance floor, I
would be putting myself at an
extreme disadvantage if I didn’t
have that certain extra touch no
plaid and denim ensemble is com-
plete without.
Of course I mean PBR. 
So at a quarter past 10 with
tipsy, plaid-ridden friends in tow, I
hit Schreiber Gym with every
intention of finding a dancing
partner. There were many candi-
dates, but only two are worth talk-
ing about. I should take a moment
to alert the Forestry School to an
epidemic the ball seems to breed:
Foresters’ Ball-themed pick-up
lines. I’ll elaborate.
I began my evening with a trip
to the Only Bar in Dixon Bar for a
paper cup of Coke, which cost me
a kiss (oh, the things we do for
sugar water). Turning to get back
to my friends, I was met with a
gentleman dressed in long under-
wear (complete with back door)
who smelled like he’d bathed in
Coors Light and hadn’t mastered
his cowboy boots. 
“Hey. You want to see my lodge
pole?”
“No, no I do NOT.”
After a bowl of chili and a trip
down the aisle with a girlfriend to
recover, I saw prospective dancer
No. 1: Red Suspenders. Tall with
groomed facial hair in Carhartts, a
thermal shirt and of course the red
suspenders. He looked like the
sort who was outdoorsy without
being an environmental militant or
a redneck. Red Suspenders was
that nice breed of Foresters’ Ball
attendee who had the three N’s:
nicely dressed, no tin ring from
the chapel and not too drunk. He
also had that nice sort of slow
smile that says he won’t be an ass-
hole about saying no to a turn on
the dance floor.
Unfortunately, before I could
get over to talk to Red Suspenders,
he was approached by a gaggle of
a less enjoyable kind of Foresters’
Ball attendee. Think bright, tight
satin and lace in all the wrong
places. These are the kind of girls
who look like extras in a film
called “Paris Hilton Goes West.”
All the sudden, I was back in sixth
grade wishing for the wall. I made
a beeline for the boardwalk to
avoid the traveling brothel. 
It was in the Foresters’ Ball
Museum that I ran into prospec-
tive dancer #2: Hayseed Poser.
Hayseed Poser was the kind of
Foresters’ Ball attendee who takes
the first N to the extreme: he looks
the part so perfectly he could be a
spy from the Law School. Also, he
smelled like maple syrup. That
should have been my first clue,
but I disregarded the signs and
plunged into small talk while he
perused the timeline along the
wall, leaning in to look at an old
photo of some law students steal-
ing the Forestry mascot, Bertha
the moose.
“That’s a cool old photo,” I said,
like an idiot.
“Yeah, this might be my
favorite part of the whole thing,”
he said.
“Oh, yeah? Why?”
He sighed and put a thumb into a
belt loop of his dark Levi’s. Cute.
“I’m just not into the whole rus-
tic, macho man thing. And I’m not
into the music,” he said.
Crap. Dancing’s probably out, but
what the hell? He seems nice…
“It’s not that bad,” I said, hoping
to persuade him. “Why are you here
if you didn’t want to go?”
“Oh, my boyfriend’s into this kind
of thing,” he says with a roll of his
eyes. “God knows why I agreed to
come watch him wade his way
through a sea of wranglers.”
Awesome. The only gay lum-
berjack at Foresters’ Ball and I
found him. 
After wishing Hayseed a good
night and pointing him in the
direction of the passion pit, I
decided to call it a night. Maybe
Foresters’ Ball was just another
version of sixth grade, where too
much emphasis was put on tin
rings and getting asked to dance
when you didn’t know how.
Looking for my friends, I passed
the jail and looked inside. In one,
an older couple chatted over cups
of Coke and stopped talking until
I passed. In the other cell, a guy in
a baseball cap leaned against the
wooden bars, looking lonesome.
He introduced himself as Eric.
“What are you in for?” I said.
“Having lousy friends,” Eric
replied. “Can you bail me out?”
“Can you dance?”
“Not really,” Eric said.
Oh, what the hell. If I’m at
Foresters’ Ball, I might as well act
like it and let go a little. 
“Hmm,” I said. “Want to see my
lodge pole?”
CHANDRA JOHNSON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Left:  The band Stomping Ground keeps the crowd moving the whole way through.
Below Left:  Junior Jake Childers, far right, prepares to lift his partner, sophomore Caitlin Hartse, dur-
ing the can-can dance. 
Below:  A couple, who wished to remain anonymous, makes out in one of the passion pits inside the
Wedding Chapel.
One reporter’s  search for a dance partner amid a sea of  plaid
Photos by Hugh Carey
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An early spring
Hugh Carey/Montana Kaimin
Bikes pass the puddle reflection of the “Teepee Burner” statue near the UC Monday. With a high of 40 degrees Monday, the snow melted into puddles all over
the UM campus.    
Two Apples
reach deal
over name
SAN JOSE, Calif. — “We can
work it out.”
That was the message that iPod
maker Apple Inc. and The
Beatles’ guardian Apple Corps
Ltd. sent Monday in burying near-
ly three decades of trademark
strife over the iconic apple logo
and name.
Like the warring lovers striving
for reconciliation in The Beatles’
1965 hit tune, the two Apples
agreed to quash a long-simmering
rivalry and years of vicious legal
battles between one of the world’s
largest music sellers and one of
history’s most beloved bands.
The settlement gives
Cupertino-based Apple Inc. own-
ership of the name and logo in
return for agreeing to license
some of those trademarks back to
London-based Apple Corps —
guardian of The Beatles’ commer-
cial interests — for their contin-
ued use.
It ends the ongoing trademark
lawsuit between the two compa-
nies, with each side paying its
own legal costs. Other terms of
the settlement were not disclosed.
But the truce was silent on a
crucial issue for consumers about
whether the catalog of Beatles
songs will become available for
download any time soon.
The Beatles have so far been
the most prominent holdout from
iTunes and other online music
services, and Apple’s overtures to
put the music online have been
stymied by the ongoing litigation.
And it appears consumers will
still have to wait to buy such
Beatles hits as “Love Me Do” or
“Hey Jude” on Apple Inc.’s
iTunes online store, though indus-
try analysts said a resolution on
putting The Beatles’ music online
is likely already in the works.
“It goes from impossible to a
lock that it’s going to happen —
it’s a function of time at this
point,” said Gene Munster, senior
research analyst with investment
bank Piper Jaffray & Co. “I bet
they move pretty fast. For Apple,
it was critical that they got this
taken care of.”
Jaffray estimates that Apple
Inc. paid The Beatles $50 million
to $100 million for the rights to
the Apple name. That would come
on top of more than $26.5 million
Apple paid to settle past disputes
with Apple Corps.
It’s no secret that Steve Jobs —
Apple Inc.’s chief executive offi-
cer and a huge Beatles fan — has
wanted the British band’s music
on iTunes, which has sold more
than 2 billion songs worldwide
and has catapulted Apple into the
top ranks of music sellers.
JORDAN ROBERTSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Bush proposes 
more defense spending
WASHINGTON — President Bush
unveiled a $2.9 trillion budget
Monday that rewards the Pentagon
with an 11 percent budget increase
— even before adding in the war in
Iraq — but pinches programs cher-
ished by Democrats, including
health research, Amtrak and heating
subsidies for the poor.
In control of Congress for the
first time in a dozen years,
Democrats accused Bush of trim-
ming domestic programs, using
smoke and mirrors to predict a bal-
anced budget in five years and
ignoring a hidden tax threat to mid-
dle-class families.
“The president has simply
offered more of the same, propos-
ing a budget that cuts ... from
Medicare and Medicaid, while
sending $240 billion more in
American taxpayer dollars to Iraq,”
said Rep. Rahm Emmanuel, D-Ill.
“This is not a tradeoff the American
people want.”
Bush touted his fiscal blueprint
as “protecting the homeland and
fighting terrorism, keeping the
economy strong with low taxes and
keeping spending under control.”
He said after meeting with his
Cabinet, “Congress needs to listen
to a budget which says no tax
increase, and a budget, because of
fiscal discipline, that can be bal-
anced in five years.”
Bush said $235 billion is needed
for military operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan over the next year and
a half, bringing total Pentagon
funding for the wars to $662 bil-
lion. But his budget assumes, at
least on paper, that no additional
war funding will be needed after
2009.
Alleged abductor charged
CLAYTON, Mo. — A Missouri
man accused of kidnapping two
boys and holding one for more than
four years was charged Monday
with molesting them nearly 70
times. The charges were the first
time authorities have openly
accused Michael Devlin of molest-
ing the children.
Devlin, a 41-year-old pizzeria
manager, was charged with 69
counts of forcible sodomy, all
felonies and each punishable by up
to life in prison.
St. Louis County prosecutor
Robert McCullough said 17 of the
counts related to 13-year-old Ben
Ownby, who disappeared Jan. 8,
and the remaining counts were
related to Shawn Hornbeck, now
15, who was abducted in 2002.
McCullough said the evidence
includes interviews with all of the
people involved. “Devlin acknowl-
edged committing these acts,”
McCullough said.
Both boys were found inside
Devlin’s apartment in the St. Louis
suburb of Kirkwood on Jan. 12.
Baghdad plan 
moves forward
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Bombings
and mortar attacks killed dozens
across Baghdad on Monday as Iraqi
troops set up new checkpoints and
an Iraqi general took command —
indications that the much-awaited
operation to restore peace to the
capital is gearing up nearly a month
after it was announced.
With little sign of an end to the
carnage, many Iraqis have begun
complaining that the security drive
has been too slow in starting, allow-
ing extremists free rein to launch
spectacular attacks that have killed
nearly 1,000 in the past week.
Monday’s death toll supported
their frustration. At least 74 people
were killed or found dead across the
country — all but seven of them in
Baghdad.
Iraqi politicians — Shiite and
Sunni alike — urged the govern-
ment to speed up implementation of
the plan, which President Bush
announced Jan. 11. The operation
would put thousands of U.S. and
Iraqi troops on the street to protect
civilians against sectarian bombers
and death squads.
In a sign that the crackdown is
near, Iraqi troops manned a major
new checkpoint Monday at the
northern gate to Baghdad, search-
ing cars and trucks heading to and
from Sunni insurgent areas to the
north. Soldiers and police said the
checkpoint was set up as part of the
security plan.
Cold weather hits Midwest
A bone-chilling arctic cold wave
with temperatures as low as 42
below zero shut down schools for
thousands of youngsters Monday,
sent homeless people into shelters
and put car batteries on the disabled
list from the northern Plains across
the Great Lakes. At least four
deaths were linked to the cold
weather.
The cold was accompanied by
snow that was measured in feet in
parts of upstate New York.
“Anybody in their right mind
wouldn’t want to be out in weather
like this,” Lawrence Wiley, 57, said
at Cincinnati’s crowded Drop Inn
Center homeless shelter, where he
has been living. Monday lows were
in the single digits.
With temperatures near zero and
a wind chill of 25 below, school dis-
tricts across Ohio canceled classes.
“We have a lot of kids that walk to
school. We didn’t think it was
worth the risk,” said Sandusky City
Schools Superintendent Bill Pahl.
It was so cold that Toledo, Ohio
— 5 above zero at noon, up from 4
below — even closed its outdoor
ice rink. “The irony is not lost on
us,” said city spokesman Brian
Schwartz.
Iran’s nuclear
plans continue
VIENNA, Austria — Shrugging
off the threat of tougher U.N. sanc-
tions, Iran has set up more than 300
centrifuges in two uranium enrich-
ment units at its underground
Natanz complex, diplomats and
officials said Monday.
The move potentially opens the
way for larger scale enrichment that
could be used to create nuclear war-
heads. Iranian leaders have repeat-
edly said the Natanz underground
hall would house first 3,000 cen-
trifuges and ultimately 54,000
machines.
It also poses a direct challenge to
the Security Council, which late
last month imposed limited sanc-
tions targeting programs and indi-
viduals linked to Tehran’s nuclear
and ballistic missile programs —
and warned of stricter penalties
within 60 days unless Iran freezes
enrichment.
Speaking separately — and
demanding anonymity because
their information was confidential
— a diplomat accredited to the
Vienna-based International Atomic
Energy Agency and a U.S. official
said that two “cascades” of 164
centrifuges each had been set up in
recent days.
The likely next step was “dry
testing” — running the linkups
without uranium gas inside — to be
followed by attempts to spin and re-
spin the gas. The process, known as
enrichment, can be used to fuel
nuclear power plants. But at higher
levels of enrichment the material
can be used for the core of nuclear
warheads.
Giuliani takes step 
toward candidacy
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rudy
Giuliani, the former New York City
mayor whose popularity soared
after his response to the Sept. 11,
2001 terrorist attacks, moved closer
to a full-fledged campaign for the
Republican presidential nomination
on Monday.
In a sign that he’s serious about
running for the White House, the
two-term mayor filed a so-called
“statement of candidacy” with the
Federal Election Commission, indi-
cating that he would seek the presi-
dency as a Republican should he
decide to go forward.
Unlike chief GOP rivals Sen.
John McCain and Mitt Romney,
Giuliani has been somewhat
ambiguous about whether or not he
will ultimately pursue the
Republican nomination, even
though he has taken the initial steps.
In recent weeks, Giuliani’s cau-
tious and noncommittal attitude has
caused some critics to question
whether he would abandon his bid
even before formally entering the
race, as he did in 2000 when he was
considering a Senate campaign
against Democrat Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
Fighting back lately, Giuliani has
started to sound and act like a
strong contender, traveling to the
early primary states of New
Hampshire and South Carolina, and
arguing that his vision for the future
and performance in the past would
make him a formidable GOP nomi-
nee.
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Lady Griz run past EWU and
into first place in the Big Sky
Using a strong second half
against Eastern Washington and
an assist from Northern Arizona,
the University of Montana
women’s basketball team moved
into first place in the Big Sky
Conference over the weekend.
UM ousted Eastern Washington
71-53 in Cheney, Wash., on
Saturday afternoon and then
moved into first place in the Big
Sky when Northern Arizona
topped Weber State 73-57 on
Saturday night.
For the second-straight game,
Montana never trailed and the
Lady Griz were able to distance
themselves from the Eagles in the
second half, outscoring EWU 38-
26. Sophomores Mandy Morales
and Britney Lohman combined for
44 points to pace Montana, with
18 of Lohman’s 21 points coming
in the second half.
Nicole Scott led Eastern
Washington (7-16, 2-8 BSC) with
12 points and seven rebounds.
Montana now sits half a game
ahead of both Weber State and
NAU with seven games left on the
schedule. UM hosts the Wildcats
on Feb. 15 and will square off
against NAU on the road on Feb.
22.
Montana (20-2, 8-1 BSC) plays
at Sacramento State (3-19, 1-7
BSC) on Thursday.
2007 Grizzly football schedule
still not quite finalized
The University of Montana has
still not completed its 2007 foot-
ball schedule, UM athletic direc-
tor Jim O’Day said Monday after-
noon.
One team that O’Day said was
definitely not an option was South
Dakota State, which was rumored
on the UM fan site Egriz.com on
Monday as the final piece to the
scheduling puzzle. O’Day pointed
out that the SDSU schedule was
full and the Jackrabbits’ home-
page said SDSU’s schedule was
finalized on Jan. 24.
O’Day said UM was looking at
playing either a I-AA (FCS sub-
committee) team in Missoula or a
guarantee game on the road.
“We hope to have it done in the
next week or two,” said O’Day,
who declined to name the schools
he has been recently in contact
with. “We’re just waiting for a
couple of things and then we’ll
judge what’s in our best interests.”
UM currently has 10 games
scheduled with open dates on both
Sept. 15 and 22.
Hasquet’s performances earn
Big Sky Conference honors
University of Montana sopho-
more Jordan Hasquet became the
second-straight Grizzly basketball
player to win the Big Sky
Conference player of the week
honor.
Hasquet combined for 51 points
in two games against Weber State
(a 70-68 loss) and Eastern
Washington (an 85-78 win). On
the season, Hasquet is averaging
13 points and six rebounds per
game.
This is Hasquet’s first career
player of the week award.
UM junior forward Andrew
Strait split the weekly honor last
week with Weber State’s David
Patten.
UM tennis pushes it to the limit
by splitting weekend matches
The University of Montana
men’s tennis team split its season-
opening dual matches over the
weekend, beating UC Davis on
Friday before losing to Gonzaga
Saturday. Both dual matches were
played in Cheney, Wash., and
went to the maximum seven
games.
In singles play, both sophomore
Felipe Raw and freshman Mikolaj
Borkowski won both their match-
es over the weekend.
UM is next in action when it
hosts Lewis-Clark State and
Montana State Feb. 24-25.
Six more tracksters qualify 
for Big Sky Championships
The UM indoor track team qual-
ified six more athletes for the sea-
son-ending conference champi-
onships at the McDonald’s
Collegiate Invitational in
Moscow, Idaho. To date, the Griz
have qualified 22 athletes in 30
events.
Seniors Halladay Quist (triple
jump) and James Stanton (shot
put), juniors Cody Henning (200
meters) and Evan Wilson (shot
put), sophomore Abbey Effertz
(shot put) and freshman Jessa
Linford (high jump) all booked
reservations to the season-ending
meet in Bozeman Feb. 23-24.
UM returns to Idaho next week-
end for the Idaho State Mountain
States Invitational in Pocatello,
Idaho.
- Kaimin Sports staff
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Hasquet scores the baskets to lead UM to win over EWU
The saying “practice makes per-
fect” certainly applies to UM
sophomore forward Jordan
Hasquet, who has been on a tear as
of late in the Big Sky Conference.
Hasquet grabbed 11 rebounds
and scored a season-high 26
points to lead the Griz to an 85-78
win over Eastern Washington
Saturday night in front of 5,205
fans at Dahlberg Arena.
Hasquet topped his previous
season-high of 25 points that he
set in last Thursday’s 70-68 loss to
Portland State. UM head coach
Wayne Tinkle credits Hasquet’s
recent success on his effort put
forth at practice.
“In practice, he’s our hardest
working player day in and day
out,” Tinkle said. “(He) never
takes a day off. From the minute
we get going in warm up drills he
is sprinting as hard as he can and
he gets rewarded.”
Hasquet has scored in double
figures eight of the last nine
games and is second on the team,
scoring 13 points a game.
After falling behind early in
Thursday’s loss to PSU, the Griz
(12-11 overall; 6-4 BSC) knew
they had to get off to a better start
against the Eagles.  
“It was the opposite of the other
night,” Hasquet said. “We came
out hitting some more shots
tonight and we were able to get a
little cushion instead of coming
from behind like Thursday.”
The Griz jumped out to an early
21-11 lead five minutes into the
game thanks to a 12-2 run in
which Hasquet scored 10 of the 12
points.
“Jordan came out, started hit-
ting some shots and it just kind of
trickled down to everybody else,”
said UM junior guard Matt
Martin, who scored seven points
and had a season-high seven
assists.
The conference’s leading scor-
er, sophomore guard Rodney
Stuckey, scored the Eagles’ first
seven points of the game, but it
took his departure from the game
to get Eastern going. 
With 11:17 left in the first half,
Stuckey picked up his second foul
and had to leave the game with
Eastern trailing 21-16. That’s
when the other Eagles got their
time to shine.
The Eagles went on an 11-5 run
to take the lead at 27-26 with 7:02
to play in the first half on a pair of
free throws from junior forward
Kellen Williams.
“Their stud’s on the bench in
foul trouble and credit to the rest
of their guys,” Tinkle said. “They
made some big plays and we
couldn’t stop them there for
awhile.”
The lead changed eight more
times before the end of the first
half but the result was the same
with EWU (11-13 overall; 5-7
BSC) heading the intermission
with a one-point advantage, lead-
ing 42-41.
Stuckey did not play any of the
final 11 minutes before halftime.
In the second half, the Griz took
control of the game with a 9-0 run
to give Montana a 75-64 lead with
6:50 left. It was UM’s largest lead
of the game, and although the
Eagles would close the game to
80-78 in the final minutes, the
Griz never relinquished the lead.
The Griz went 5-of-6 from the
free throw line in the final minute
to close the game out.
Meanwhile, Stuckey, who aver-
ages almost 24 points a game, was
held to 19 points on 6-of-16 shoot-
ing. The 19 points was his lowest
scoring output in his last seven
games.  However, Stuckey still led
his team in scoring for the 21st
time this season.
“He’s going to get his points,
getting to the hoop, getting to the
free throw line, stuff like that,”
Martin said. “So, you just have to
contain everybody else, which I
think we did in the second half.”
Tinkle praised senior forwards
Matt Dlouhy and Stuart Mayes for
their defense on Stuckey.
Dlouhy said when you play
someone as talented as Stuckey,
you can never completely take
them out of the game.
“He’s a great player,” said
Dlouhy, who had 14 points. “They
say he’s going to be one of the top
30 prospects in the draft, so I was
just trying to contain him, not stop
him.”
Montana is in action next with a
home game Wednesday against
Sacramento State.
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin
Grizzly center Andrew Strait drives to the basket under heavy pressure from Eastern Washington
Saturday. The Grizzlies beat the Eagles 85-78 after coming back from a loss to Portland State last
Thursday. 
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It’s taken almost four years, but
the University of Montana club
hockey team is ready to grow up
and take it to the next level.
After being relegated to mostly
playing pick-up games in the four
seasons, UM has joined the
American Collegiate Hockey
Association this year. The Griz
will play this season in the
ACHA’s Division III Pacific divi-
sion, which is 23-teams strong.
“It’s been a steppingstone every
year,” said junior Dan Rosenthal.
“Last year we weren’t really in the
league, but this year it’s been nice
to get up to that next step for us
because we’ve actually had a reg-
ular schedule.”
Junior Callan Smith said the
team, currently 1-5 in rink play, is
hoping to make it into Division II
by next season so that the travel-
ing will be easier.
“The problem with Division III
is that they’re all schools down in
California,” Smith said. “The
closest Division III team we have
is Boulder (Colorado), so if we go
Division II, Montana State’s a
Division II … and then there’s
Gonzaga and Weber.”
Despite being in a transition
season, head coach Seth Romocki
said he definitely sees a change in
the team.
“They’re a lot more organized,
last year they weren’t,” Romocki
said. “We’ve got some good
games in, and we’ve got some
potential.”
Smith said that one of the
biggest improvements from last
year is that Montana is now a
complete team.
“Last year we weren’t even a
student group. Last year it was
more like a loosely put together
men’s travel team that was associ-
ated with the U,” Smith said. 
Playing by the rules, becoming
a student group and getting fund-
ing are just a few of the things
Smith said the team has done this
year.
Rosenthal agreed that progress
has been made on the team.
“We’re a lot more dedicated, we
have a lot more guys at each prac-
tice,” Rosenthal said. “The guys
are a lot more serious because of
this league that we’re in now.”
One thing that the team is
specifically focusing on this sea-
son is bringing in a larger fan
base. Montana, however, should-
n’t have any problem generating a
fan base this upcoming weekend
when Montana State makes an
appearance at Missoula’s Western
Montana Fairgrounds.
“Bozeman’s good, they’ve had
a program for six or seven years,”
Smith said. “They’re organized,
they’re fast, they skate hard, they
hit hard, they’re skilled and they
bring in a lot of good skaters. We
just have to keep up with them, we
have to hit hard and just get
going.”
Rosenthal said that last year’s
Griz-Cat matches were an indica-
tor that this year’s game will be
competitive.
“It’s going to be a great game,”
he said. “We split the series with
them last year. It was a real physi-
cal game, there were a couple
fights and we had a great crowd.
“It’s a fast-paced game. If you
don’t know much about hockey,
you’re going to have a great time
and be real surprised,” Rosenthal
said. “You get to see some good
hits, you get to be cold and drink
beer at the same time. It’s just an
opportunity to drink beer and see a
super exciting game.”
Montana meets Montana State
in the Glacier Ice Rink at the
Western Montana Fairgrounds
Friday and Saturday nights, both
games at 10. Tickets are $2 for
students and $3 for adults.
UM hockey team adjusts to division play
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Photo courtesy of Ayme Krogstad
Sophomore Chris Lappen faces off against a Missoula Cutthroat player as Montana goalie Aki Sirkkola and defenseman Robert Tritz look on.
93.2 million tune in for
Colts’ Super Bowl win
NEW YORK (AP) — Peyton
Manning had a lot of witnesses to
his soggy super win, with the esti-
mated 93.2 million viewers repre-
senting the second most-watched
Super Bowl broadcast ever.
Only the 1996 Super Bowl
between Dallas and Pittsburgh,
which had 94.1 million viewers,
had a bigger audience, according
to Nielsen Media Research on
Monday. Behind that 1996 game
and the M-A-S-H series finale,
Sunday’s game was the third
most-watched program in televi-
sion history.
The presence of the Colts quar-
terback, one of the game’s most
popular players, and a major-mar-
ket team from Chicago undoubt-
edly juiced the ratings.
“The story line was about as
good as you could have hoped
for,” said CBS Sports President
Sean McManus. The game was
shown on CBS, a division of CBS
Corp.
It was the highest-rated Super
Bowl game since St. Louis-
Tennessee in 2000. The ratings
were lower this year than in 2000,
but, because there are more homes
with television sets than seven
years ago, there were more people
watching. Last year’s Super Bowl
between Pittsburgh and Seattle
drew 90.7 million viewers.
CBS was also lucky, in a sense,
that the Colts’ 29-17 victory over
the Bears was closer on the score-
board than it appeared on the
screen. Although Indianapolis was
dominating the game, Chicago
was close enough until the end to
have a chance to win, which kept
viewers interested.
CBS wasn’t so lucky that the
game was played in a driving rain-
storm.
“It was very difficult,”
McManus said. “We lost a number
of cameras during the telecast.”
A camera suspended over the
field on cables had to come down,
and one sideline camera was
knocked out of commission
because it overheated when cov-
ered in canvas, he said. Camera
operators were constantly wiping
raindrops from lenses.
Kaimin Sports
Just puckin’ around.
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PERSONALS
Tired of wondering? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling
& Testing….Call 243-4330
Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
EIGHT WEEKS TO WEIGHT MANAGEMENT, Feb. 6-April
3, 5:30-7pm $25 for 8 weeks including nutritional
snacks! This program is tailored to help you develop
healthy lifestyle habits for life long weight manage-
ment. We'll share tips on how to exercise effectively,
eat healthy, and delve into emotional eating, goal
setting, and changing habits. Open to faculty, staff
and students. To register call 243-2804
HELP WANTED
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey.
Www.GetPaidToThink.com
Wanted: 3.5-4.0 singles tennis player for local
women's team Joanne 721-1595.
Peer Advisor Recruitment! Informational Meetings:
Weds., Feb. 7th 4:10 pm ULH or Thurs., Feb. 8th 4:10
pm ULH Questions-call 243-2836
Missoula County Public Schools is recruiting for HIGH
SCHOOL ASSISTANT COACHES FOR TRACK AND TENNIS.
Please visit the District website for positions avail-
able. Complete and submit the extra-curricular appli-
cation available at the Personnel Office at 215 S 6th
St W or printable from the District website.
www.mcps.k12.mt.us. EEO Employer 
On-Call, Part-time Aide needed at children's shelter.
Please call 549-0058 to inquire. 
Architectural Assistance needed with drawings for
addition in Missoula. CASH for assistance John  541-
729-7257.
SUMMER JOB. Join the enthusiastic housekeeping
team at Deep Creek Ranch along the Rocky Mountain
Front, 30 miles west of Choteau, May through August.
Call Freda McCarthy weekdays at (406) 466-3678, or
weekend/evenings at (406) 466-2462, with a summa-
ry of experience and 3 references. Or email her at
fmccarthy@yahoo.com. Room and board available. 
Child Care Needed. One morning/week $7/hour 880-
9590.
P/T Help. 4 Days/Week. Light Housekeeping/Meal
Prep/Misc Duties. Detail
Oriented/Responsible/Honest. Flexible with sched-
ule. Starting Salary $9/hr or DOE. Call Joe at 532-
9225
Hiring cashiers, pt shifts, apply at Sevenar, 5310
Grant Creek 
AUTOMOTIVE
1991 Geo Prism 154,000 miles, good engine, 5-speed
manual. Heat A/C $250 951-2309
1993 Ford Explorer Spot 2WD/4DR Loaded: AC, power
doors/windows, cruise GREAT condition 117,000 mile.
Call Shirley 829-6453 $3200
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
3 Bed, 2 Bath House for Rent at 1320 Eaton. $900/mo
+ utilities. Great place: private landlord. Call Tom
240-0709.
Clean, new well-lit, 1-bedroom basement appt. 6
blocks to the U. W/D avaible . No pets, no smoke.
$425 all utilities included. Available now. 549-9742
IS COLLEGE FOR EVERYONE?
Does it make you crazy when the guy next to you in
class can't form a sentence? Does your professor dumb
down your assignments because a couple of people
can't keep up? Is college for everyone? Listen and
voice your opinion about this seemingly societal trend
on the Footbridge Forum KBGA Radio on 89.9 FM.
Wednesday, February 7th. 
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
future aid.
The new change isn’t enough,
Krane said. Essentially, under this
law offenders are punished twice.
That violates the Fifth
Amendment, he said.
Krane said this law unfairly
impacts poor students. For many,
financial aid is the only way to
pay for a college degree.
“Clearly there is a class bias,”
Krane said.
But Mick Hanson, UM’s finan-
cial aid director, said it is students
from middle class families, not the
poor kids, who most frequently
get in trouble.
Jim Lemcke, director of UM’s
Office of Public Safety, said that
students who cooperate are some-
times cited only for possession of
drug paraphernalia, not for drug
possession, so they don’t lose their
financial aid.
There are two reasons to write a
drug citation, Lemcke said, to
punish behavior or to alter it. 
“If we can do that without
affecting their financial aid,
great,” he said. 
But Krane said the law should
be overturned.
“This penalty is unconstitution-
al,” Krane said.
Students for Sensible Drug
Policy, Krane’s Washington-based
advocacy group, joined with the
American Civil Liberties Union
last year in an attempt to overturn
the aid elimination law. The
groups argued that the law vio-
lates the Fifth Amendment’s pro-
tection against “double jeopardy,”
or being tried twice for the same
crime. 
The case, SSDP v. Secretary of
Education Margaret Spellings,
was dismissed in October by the
U.S. District Court of South
Dakota. In dismissing the case, the
court said the law “is not retribu-
tion,” but instead seeks to discour-
age drug use on campuses. The
court also cited the fact that stu-
dents could later be eligible for
financial aid.
The SSDP and the ACLU plan
on appealing the case, Krane said.
UM’s financial aid office rec-
ommends that students fill out
FAFSAs before the Feb. 15 
priority filing date.
FINANCIAL AID
Continued from Page 1
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We don’t hip around.
  
